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Challenges for digital Research

• Context and materiality of originals lost

• Distinction between the archive and the canon Is blurred

• Computers «think» differently…

• Newspaper texts are not innocent «data»

• Graphs only count word hits…

• In this case, some graphs give relative counts, other absolute numbers



Relative hits for  
the Parliament (two 
different spellings), 
not case sensitive. 

NLN Web Ngram.



Most common 
Norwegian 
words referring 
to the Bible 
over this period.

Case sensitive, 
relative hit 
count-

NLN Web 
Ngram.



Contextualizing the hits graph for the Bible: 

1) The Bible and the Parliament.  

1)                        2) The Bible in the book repository.



“Newspaper

 schizofrenia"

The populariza-
tion of the 
Norwegian press, 
mirrored in 
frequency of 
themes:

Sport and health 
on the rise…

NLN Web Ngram.



Popularized 
Bible?

More focus on 
culture is part of 
the populariza-
tion of the press.

Is this what 
caused a rise in 
references to the 
Bible?

NLN Web Ngram.



Ten  Old  Testament  Narratives

• Adam and Eve (Genesis 2–3)

• Cain and Abel (Genesis 4)

• Noah and the ark (Genesis 6–9)

• The Tower of Babylon (Genesis 11)

• Abraham and Isaac (Genesis 22)

• Joseph and his brethren (Genesis 37–50)

• Moses and the Israelites passing through the Sea (Exodus 14)

• Moses and the tablets of the law (Exodus 20, cf. Exodus 32–33)

• David and Goliath (1 Samuel 17)

• David and Bathsheba (2 Samuel 11) 
Statistics for each 
narrative: see the 
handouts



Noah and the Ark

• Early peak in 
the 30’s (no radio 
/ TV)

• Massive use in 
culture and 
radio/TV 1970–
1990



Noah and the Ark

• “Business-
friendly”!



Noah and the Ark

• Early peak

• Massive use in 
culture and 
radio/TV

• “Business-
friendly”!

• Not much 
reflection of 
church use (Noah 
has the most of 
all ten 
narratives…)



The popular Bible…



Biblical Narrative, Public Education, 
and Everyday Language

• Church of Norway Lectionary: OT text for preaching only from 
1977 (and then only infrequently).

• Public-school curriculum for “religion” from 1839 to 1977: 
“Bible History”.

• Volrath Voght’s textbook: 17 editions, more than 3 mill. copies 
between 1858 and 1965. 
[Total population in Norway passed 3 mill only in 1942.]



“Creation”

A chart of the 
most frequent 
words related to 
“creation” in the 
newspaper 
repository…

NLN Web Ngram.



What is next?

• Improving and expanding upon the work presented above

• Analyzing the late 20th and 21st Century (Born-Digital sources)

• Profiling the contents of Norway’s public Bible 



How does the Public Bible Work?

• Mediation changes that which is being mediated

• How is Biblical narrative used, rhetorically?

• What is implied about the standing of Biblical narrative with the audience?

• How would newspaper texts affect the validation of the Biblical narratives? 
Positively, negatively, and value – for what / whom?

Cf. following examples…



Vestnytt, 22 January 1999, p. 12.



Dagbladet,

4 May 1922, p. 6.



Dagbladet, 18 April 1939, p. 3.



Dagbladet, 8 May 2004, p. 43.



Preliminary observations & Questions

• Biblical narratives in newspapers can carry notions of credibility, relevance, or 
argumentative force, and illustrative value.

• Cf. the presence of “unconscious” biblical stories, above.

• Should we call this religion? 
Or belief? 
Or cultural heritage? 
Or perhaps language? 



Bible, Newspapers, and Canonical Ecologies

• Canons of education, music, art, best practices…: A common human phenomenon

• Needed to produce a given collection as a canon: canonical institutions, agents, 
practices, attitudes, memory – and more: a Canonical Ecology.

• Two distinct canonical ecologies can live in symbiotic existence, claiming different 
significance in one and the same canonical collection.

• What are the canonizing institutions and agents in the canonical ecology of the 
popular Bible? What are their political profiles, their interests? What are their 
responsibility to shared Cultural heritage?

• What are the relationships between the canonical ecologies of the religious and the 
cultural Bible?



Configuring Biblical Studies at the University

Hits for the Parliament 
(old and new spellings) 
and the church (both 
non-case-sensitive)

NLN Web Ngram.



Hits for the Church 
and the Bible 

(both case sensitive)

NLN Web Ngram.



thank you

For your attention!

And once again a huge

THANK YOU to the Faculty of Theology,

and to Lund University, for the Honour!
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